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Abstract

Me and everybody associated with ISP expresses our sincere
condolences to all near and dear ones of the previous editorin-chief Dr Richard Tello who died 2005, in Boston at the
age of 45 years due to complications of a longstanding
illness. He was an outstanding scholar, writer, and educator
& served on multiple editorial boards and advisory
committees. It is a great loss to the radiology community in
general.
Dear friends, colleagues and senior
At the outset, I would like to thank Internet Scientific
Publications and Dr Oliver Wenker for giving me this
opportunity to be the “Editor-in-Chief” of the Internet
Journal of Radiology. This journal is an Open-access
journal, which means Every peer-reviewed research article
appearing in this journal is 'open access', or universally and
freely accessible via the Internet.
I am honored and overwhelmed. Editors and Reviewers are

the backbone of any journal. Prompt and good reviews help
in deciding which articles have merit and which don't and
also give the authors and us the inputs necessary for
improving the quality of the submitted articles. Anybody
who would like to be part of the editorial process are
requested to send me an email. All people previously
involved with the process are also welcome. If reviewers are
important, authors are more so. Without articles, there is no
journal. We welcome all publications related to Radiology
including Case reports, Original papers, Letter to editors
regarding previous publications, Review articles and
pictorial essay. Papers on non-traditional subjects like
computers in radiology, role of internet and web 2.0 are also
welcome.
I hope that all of you will support the journal to your utmost
ability and help us make it a publication that radiologists
think is worth reading.
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